
From: ntefusa <ntefusa@aol.com>

To: gweir <gweir@puc.nv.gov>

Cc: cw7790 <cw7790@msn.com>; zebedee_177 <zebedee_177@yahoo.com>; ntefusa <ntefusa@aol.com>

Subject: LEED/USGB issues

Date: Wed, Mar 29, 2017 1:32 pm

Garrett,

When I read thru Mrs. Wisecup’s comments that she asked me to read into today’s agenda
meeting, I noticed she referenced AGAIN the TOXIC IAQ of the Diablo office. So prior to the
meeting I went into the overflow room, and noticed the SAME TWO ceiling tiles have water
intrusion marks AGAIN.

I called her regarding this and she asked me to video tape the tiles.

March 29, 2017 Overflow room
https://youtu.be/IiaDW8H474Y

This water damage issue has been going on for YEARS!

Here are the actual links from prior videos.

January 9, 2013
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=cH-niEt4PUo

November 27, 2012
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=onx6jMoifQM

March 4, 2013
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=zzqghZJ1G9g

So since this issue has been an ongoing issue, which all you DID was a ‘patch’ by removing tiles,
WITHOUT addressing the SOURCE of the problem.

Not to IGNORE the actual water STREAMING thru the spigot years ago in the main room,
whereby, on the video Alaina made the comment ‘its doing it again’.

Also, your feeble attempt to CONTROL the problem in the main room, which either happens when
it rained (that Alaina commented on), or when the thermometer was turned down, the leaks
appeared thru the spigot also. Which a while back, when you put a sign on the thermometer not to
adjust it, I was told it was BECAUSE at LOWER temp it starts to leak.

Years ago, I demanded to know why they were using either a fragranced air freshener or Lysol, I
was told, that the overflow room had a MUSTY/UNCOMFORTABLE odor.

Well, of COURSE, as the VOC’s from the mycotoxins were generating that perceived malodorous
odor, spraying only covered it up, it did NOTHING to remediate the ongoing problem.

I speak with COMPLETE ASSURITY, as I am highly versed in IAQ and your Diablo office is a SICK
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BUILDING.

Mrs. Wisecup had mentioned this numerous times in emails in prior years, I believe even when
Jan Cohen was still the GC.

So I am putting you on notice, if this is NOT resolved PRIOR to the next agenda meeting, with
PROOF that a REPORT, from a CERTIFIED mold tester provided, and proof that an independent
remediating company provided, that this water intrusion has been addressed, I will contact USGB
and file a complaint, that your office is NOT promoting one of the tenets of LEED Certification, aka
HEALTHIER IAQ.

As your building is a Bronze Level LEED Certified.Which is the LOWEST level from LEED.

I CAN’T wait to hear that one of Diablo employees had been made ill, as I will make sure the NTEF
provides support their claim for a Worker’s Comp injury, including but NOT limited to the labs that
test for this and doctors who address this type of poisoning, as you have been provided for at
LEAST FOUR YEARS of this issue and intentionally have turned a concerned and mendacious
deaf ear.

Time is ticking away.

As a side note, after the meeting I informed Ann that your calendar is NOT up to date.

It appears according to your NOTICE regarding Docket 17-02045, it stated that by 5pm today,
comments for the Tesla Docket were due, but it is NOT reflected on your calendar. I gave her a
screen shot as of yesterday that has failed to notice this deadline.

As you are VERY WELL aware, there is NOT a standard time for submissions, as some are due by
noon, 2 or 5 pm. So why wasn’t this docket on the calendar?

As I tried to access your calendar and all docket pages/links today to reconfirm as of today, that
the calendar is still not current and they are not active, guess you are having website problems,
isn’t that annoying?? Gee, I hope you didn’t get hacked.

Trump: DRAIN THE SWAMP @ the FDA! FIRE Michael Taylor, MonSATAN's SHILL!

"I fear the day that technology will surpass our human interaction. The world will have a generation

of idiots." -Albert Einstein

"Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm not sure about the universe."
-Albert Einstein

“An activist is someone who cannot help but fight for something. That person is not usually

motivated by a need for power, or money, or fame, but in fact driven slightly mad by some injustice,

some cruelty, some unfairness-So much so that he or she is compelled by some moral engine to

act to make it better.”- Eve Ensler

"Activism is the rent I pay for living on this planet." -Alice Walker

Angel De Fazio, BSAT
President/Executive Director
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National Toxic Encephalopathy Foundation

501c3 Tax Deductible Organization
NTEF-USA.Org

Organic & Chemical Free Store

ChemicalFreeLiving.Com

Nevada's Disability Representative
Functional Needs Working Group
A project of FEMA R9 RDIS

Investigative Reporter for "The Vegas Voice", politics section.
TheVegasVoice.Net

PUCWatchDogs.Com
NVEStopSmartMeters.Info
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